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We consider the problem of minimizing the long-run average cost per unit time 
in age replacement with an unknown failure distribution. Utilizing the idea of E- 
forced choices, which may be thought of as a modification of forced choice circles 
given by Fox and Rolph (Adaptive policies for Markov renewal programs, Ann. 
Statist. 50 (1973) 334-341), we construct the adaptive policy which has a non- 
parametrically good property and is Bayes against a Dirichlet process prior. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the problem of minimizing the long-run average cost per unit 
time in age replacement (for example, [3,6]). In Section 2, we formulate the 
age replacement problem with the known failure distribution and provide 
some results. In Section 3, we treat the case of the unknown failure 
distribution. Fox [7] has treated the discounted case assuming that the true 
failure distribution belongs to the parametric family of a Weibul with a 
gamma prior. Also, Arunkumer [2] has given the nonparametric estimate of 
optimum age under a sample of size n, and shows its consistency. Fox and 
Rolph [8] propose the idea of forced choice circles and using this idea, 
construct an optimal policy for Markov renewal programs with unknown 
parameters. In Rose [ 121, another policy is obtained. Utilizing the idea of E- 
forced choices, which may be thought of as a modification of forced choice 
circles, we construct the adaptive policy which has non-parametrically good 
property and is Bayes against a Dirichlet process prior. 
2. AGE REPLACEMENT 
Under an age replacement policy, a unit is always replaced at failure or at 
the end of a specified time interval, a, whichever occurs first, with costs c, 
and c2 (c, > c2 > 0), respectively. For a given failure distribution on 
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R + = (0, co), our objective is to find the replacement policy which 
minimizes the long-run average cost. To analyze this age replacement 
problem mathematically, we consider the controlled dynamic system 
specified by a state space R +, an action space *R + = [b, GO) U {co }, and a 
failure distribution F, where b is a small positive number. The length of each 
stage is represented as the element of R + and a E *R + (a # co) and 
co E *R + correspond to the planned replacement interval a and non-planned 
replacement, respectively. (A stage is the period starting just after a 
replacement and ending just after the next replacement.) 
Let ,d, be the smallest a-field containing the class of Bore1 subsets of 
[b, co) and { co } and &, the class of Bore1 subsets of R ’ . 
The sample space is Q = (*R+ X R +)m and on R, we have the product cr- 
field .F= CT x LF2 x 1.. , where ,Fn = ,d, x d2 (n > 1). 
The random variables A,, = A,(o) = a, and X, =X,(o) = x, represent the 
action and state of the nth stage, respectively, and H, = H,(w) = h, = 
@,,x,,..., a,-,,&-, ) represents the history until the nth stage, where 
co=(a,,x ,,... >ca. 
The transition probability is 
Prob(X,<xIA,=a,,X,=x, ,..., Xn-l=~n-,,An=un) 
= F(x) if x < a,, =l, x> a,. 
The set of all probability measures on *R + will be denoted by P( *R ‘), on 
which the u-field generated by the topology of weak convergence is given. 
For an arbitrary random variable X and a distribution function G on R ‘, 
we let, for any c, 
if x<c xc = lx if x<c 
Ic otherwise 
and G‘! = \ G(x) 
11 otherwise. 
A replacement policy z is a sequence (rc,, n,,...), where rr, is a measurable 
mapping from H,(0) to P( *R + ). Given that we have obtained the history 
~,=(a,,x,,...,x,-,), we choose the nth action A, according to rr(. 1 h,). Let 
n be the set of all replacement policies. If there exists a sequence (f, , fi ,...) 
of measurable functions from H,(R) to *R + such that x({f,(h,)} 1 h,) = 1 
(n > l), we denote it by rr = (f,, f*,...). In addition, if there is an action 
a E *R + such that f, = a for all n, 71 is said to be stationary and is denoted 
by u’~‘. 
For an II E n and a failure distribution F, the probability measure P:(e) 
on (Sa,.Y) is given and its expectation operator is denoted by &[+I. As 
X,, < A,, (X, = A,,) means a failure (planned) replacement at the nth stage, 
the cost is Z n=~, ifX,,<A,, =c2 if X,, = A,,. Then, gt = C:rZ, is the real 
total cost which is incurred over [0, t], where n, = max{k 1 C: Xj < t}. Let 
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S(F, K) = lim sup,,,(l/t)E~[~J We note that the problem of minimizing 
S(F, rr) subject to K E lZ is reduced to that of the (imbedded) semi-Markov 
decision processes with an action space *R + (for example, [IO]). 
The next lemma is a simple extension of the stability theorem of Loeve 
[Ill* 
LEMMA 1. Let (B, 9, P) be a probability space, (V,,) and (U,) be two 
sequences of non-negative random variables, and (A$,) be an increasing 
sequence of sub-o-fields of.9. Assume that 
(4 
(b) 
Then, 
Define 
where 
and 
V,, V,,..., V,) is 3n+l -measurable for each n, and 
(U,,) is i.i.d., E[U,] < 00 and V,< U,, P-a.s. (n> 1). 
n”:“, f~ (Vj-E[V,I ~j])=O 
I 
S(F) = in; S(F, 7c), 
Y(F, a) = {c, F(a) + c2F(a)}/f x dFa(x) 
F(x) = 1 -F(x), 
,u(F) = lu‘ x dF(x). 
P-as. 
(a E *R ’ ), 
THEOREM 1. 
(a) For any K E IZ, 
lip ?f f ,!?t > S(F) p;-a.s. 
+ 
(b) S(F) = inf,,,, + Y(F, a). 
ProoJ For a fixed F and x, denote P(e) = P;(a), E[.] =E%[*], and d= 
infas*R+ Y(F, a) for simplicity. 
When ,a(F) = co, we find by the renewal theorem that S(F, 00~~)) = 0, so 
that the theorem clearly holds. 
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When p(F) ( co, we first show that 
liminfJ-gt>d P-a.s. 
t-m I (1) 
For each n, let 9,, = o(H,, A,) be the sub-u-field of s” generated by H, and 
A,. Then, since (Z, ,..., Z,) is 9,, + ,-measurable, it follows from Lemma 1 
that 
lim ‘5 (Zj-EIZj/.ZSj])=O P-as. 
n-u3 n 1 
By the well-known renewal theorem, we observe that 
P((“m, n, = co, lim n,/t < oo) = 1, --t t-a, 
so that 
pnl s, i -~E(Zj\9j]) =0 P-as . . 1 (2) 
Similarly, it can be shown that 
limr-, t ‘~ (xj-E[XjI ~j])=O P-as. (3) 1 
By the definition, it holds that 
ffJE(Zji9j]=f$ {C,F(Uj)+C,F(Uj)} 
I 1 
(4) 
Since lim,+m(l/t) C:‘Xj = 1 P-a.s., (3) implies that lim,,, 
C;rE[X,\ Sj] = 1 P- a.s. Therefore, (1) follows from (2) and (4). 
Using (l), we get 
S(F, K) > E 
I 
lim inf A g, t+cc t 1 
> d, 
so that 
S(F)>d. (5) 
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By the same way as above, it is verified that, for any stationary policy aCm’, 
jim, f S; = Y(F, a) P$“‘-a.s. -9 
Hence, as lim SUP~+~ E$m’[ { (l/t) S;} ‘1 < c: lim s~p~+~ E$m’[ {q/t}‘] < co 
(see Doob [4]), it holds that S(P, atoo)) = !P(P, a), which implies S(P) < d. 
From (5), S(F) = d follows. Q.E.D. 
Now, we define the optimal policy. 
DEFINITION 1. An replacement policy rt is optimal relative to F if 
fi”, f fl( = S(F) PF-a.s. * 
The following theorem is used in the next section. 
THEOREM 2. Letf,=u (uE *R’) undfor each n (n>2), letfn be a 
.< x .** x .F”-,-meusuruble from H,(Q) to *R ‘. Then, for the policy 
7~ = (f, ,f2,...), if lim,,, Y(F,f,) = S(F) PF-U.S., it holds that n is optimal 
relative to F. 
Proox Denote P = P; and E = EF for simplicity. When p(F) = co, it is 
sufficient o prove that lim suptea, nJt = 0 P-a.s. 
In this case, as lim,,,f, = co P- a.s., for any integer m, it holds that 
P-a.s. f, > m for sufficiently large n, so that, by the renewal theorem, 
li%zp F < 16 x dF”(x) 1 -I P-a.s. 
And, by the monotone convergence theorem, we get lim supl+, q/t = 0 
P-a.s. When p(F) < co, there exists a null set N, P(N) = 0, such that 
lim !P(F, f,) = S(F) and limn, = co for any w E NC. n+cc I+00 
So, for each o E NC and S (6 > 0), there exists an integer k such that 
W>fn) = k,F(fn) + c,~(fn)J/EK I snl < S(F) + 6 for any n > k, 
where ~3~ = a(fi, Xl ,..., X,- i , f,). And it holds that, for n, > k, 
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so that, by the similar way as the proof of theorem, we obtain 
,““, f jJ (c,F(&) + c,F(&)} < S(F) + 6. 
I 
Thus, when 6+ co, we observe that 
Since it follows from Lemma 1 that 
pf+ ;\irfl~ {qF(fj)+c,F(jJ} P-a.s., 
I 
we have lim t+,(l/t) s”, Q S(P) P-a.s. Hence, the proof is completed from 
Theorem 1. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 1 shows that for any r] (q > 0), there exists a = a(F, r) 
depending on F and q such that !?‘(P, a) < S(P) + r]. Then the following 
clearly holds. 
COROLLARY 1. For any sequence (q,,) of positive numbers such that 
lim,,, ?I,, = 0, let a, = a(F, q,) for each n. Then, x = (a,, u, ,,..) is optimal 
reiative to F. 
3. UNKNOWN FAILURE DISTRIBUTION 
In this section, we consider the age replacement when the failure 
distribution is unknown. 
Let a be a non-null finite measure on (R +, &J and g(a) a Dirichlet 
process on (R +, JB,) with parameter a (see Ferguson [ 51). 
Assuming that FE @(a), let 
S(@(a), R) = lim+zp 8 
DEFINITION 2. If S(.@(a), n) > S@(a), z*) for any II E n, R* is said to 
be Bayes against 9(a). If, for any failure distribution F, n* is optimal 
relative to F, rr* is said to be nonparametrically optimal. 
Next, we shall construct Bayes or non-parametrically replacement policy. 
Using the results of Theorem 1, the following lemma is easily obtained from 
the fundamental calculus. 
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LEMMA 2. Let {F(x), F,,(x), n = 1, 2,...} be a sequence of distribution 
functions on R’ such that FJx) -+ F(x) unt@rmly in x E R + as n --) 00. 
Then, if,u(F) < co, we have 
(a) !P(Fn, a) + !P(F, a) uniformly in a R ‘, and 
(b) S(F,) + S(F) as n -$ co. 
By using the idea of the posterior distribution of a Dirichlet process, let us 
define the replacement policy II* = (f, &,...) which will be proved non- 
parametrically optimal. 
For a sequence E = (E,) of non-negative numbers such that 0 ( E, < 1 for 
each n, we define the sequence {Y, = Y,JsJ} of independent random 
variables by P(Y,, = 1) = E, = 1 - P(Y,, = 0) (n > 1). 
For the sequence (Y,), define the sequence {N(k)}: of random variables 
by N(O) = 0 and for k (k > I), N(k) = n if x7-r Yj < k and C: Yj = k. 
For n (n > l), let 
c&l(*) = at.1 + ? 4. I Kv,k,) 
and r’,(.) the distribution function of thre probability measure a,(.)/a,(R +), 
where 6(. ) x) is the probability measure degenerated at x. Then, for n 
(n> l), f,(~)=a(Rt)~O(~)/{a(Rt)+n}+nF,(~)/{a(R+)+n}, where 
F,(.) is the empirical distribution of {XNCIj,.,., XNCn,} and P,(m) is the 
distribution function of a(.)/a(R ‘). 
For a given sequence (qk)r of positive numbers, we define the replacement 
policy 7c* = (f:,f:,...) as follows. 
For each n (n > I), f,*(h,) = a(pk, ylJ if there exists a non-negative 
integer k such that N(k) + 1 < n < N(k + 1) = co if there exists k such that 
n = N(k). 
We note that 7c* is depending on (E,) and (q,J. When qk -+ 0 as k --) a), the 
policy rc* means that at each N(k)th stage (k > I), we relate a unit at failure 
by force and on the base of the information from these forced stages, at the 
other stage we take the action which is approximately optimal relative to the 
estimated failure distribution. 
Now, let us call rr* an s-forced adaptive replacement policy. 
THEOREM 3. Let (E,) and (nJ be such that lim,.+,(l/n) C: ej= 0, 
27 ej = 00 and lim,,, qk = 0. Then, E-forced adaptive policy ?t* is non- 
parapetrically optimal. Moreover, for any non-null finite measure a, z* is 
Bayes against @(a) and S(Q(a), n*) = BS(F). 
ProojI Put P = Pg* for simplicity. When ,u(F) < 00, we shall first show 
that 
lim”_“Pf9~=lim~p t-~x,Yj 
- 1 I 
-i nt 
F Z,(l - Y,) P-a.s. (1) -t 1 
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In fact, by Lemma 1, it holds that 
!irnf? {XjYj-E[XjYjI~j]}=O P-a.s., -+ 
1 
where 3j = o(A 1, Xi, Y, )***) Aj- i 9 Xi- 13 Yj_ 1, Aj). Hence, noting that 
E lxj yj I sjl Q EjP(F)Y we have, from the assumption of the theorem, 
fit+!JX,YI=O P-a.s. 
I 
Similarly, it holds that 
lim J-9 Z:Y:=O P-a.s. (3) 
From (2) and (3), we observe that P-a.s. 
i 
-1 nr 
CZj(l 
1 
- yj> 
= lim sup 
t-too L1 
1 -gxjYj 
1 I 
-‘+-$Zj 
- 
1 1 --ffX,Y, 1 I 
--I 
$2 .ZiYj 
I I 
=limsup-l-gf. 
t-rco t 
Now, we shall prove that n* is non-parametrically optimal. 
By the zero-one criterion of Loeve [ 1 l] and the assumption of (E,), we 
find that P(lim SUP~+~{ Y,,= 1 } = 1, so that the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem 
implies that lim,,, P,(x) uniformly in XR + P-a.s. 
Since 
it holds from Lemma 2 and the definition of x* that y(P,fc) converges to 
S(F) when n + co with n f$ {N(k) I k = 1,2,...}. 
We observe that lim t,m{t -QXjYj}-i CyfZj(l - Yj) is the actual 
average cost of the infinite horizon when, for each n belonging to 
{N(k) I k = 1,2,...), the nth stage is omitted from the original replacement 
process. 
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Hence, it follows from Theorem 2 that 
!\t lt-$XjYjl-‘$Zj(l -Yj)=S(F) P-a.s. 
By (l), we find that ?r* is optimal relative to F. 
When p(F) = co, by the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2, we can 
show that x* is optimal relative to F. 
Next, in order to use Fatou’s lemma, we shall show that there exists a 
function O(F) such that @(a)-as. 
f E;‘[S;] < O(F) for each t and a@(F) c 00. 
Denoting the median of Fb by med(Fb), we detine (2,) by zn = 0 if 
X,, < med(Fb) and gn = med(Fb) if x, > med(Fb). 
For ii(t) = max{k ] C:fj < t), we have n, < <(t/A), so that there is a 
constant c such that 
~I$*[~~] &c{med(Fb)}-’ for each t, where A = med(Fb). 
Defining O(F) = c{med(Fb)}-‘, we shall show that 8’@(F) < co. Note that if 
V is distributed with Fb, med(Fb) > E[ V] - E[I V- cl] for all [. From the 
property of a Dirichlet process, we have 
?Ymed(Fb)>E[U]-E[IU--[/I, where U is distributed with Ft. 
Hence, since E[U] - E[] U - med@)]] > 0, it holds that B med(Fb) > 0, so 
that, using Jensen’s inequality, 
O(F) < C{C? med(F”)}-’ < co. 
Thus, using Fatou’s lemma, we have 
On the other hand, it follows from Theorem 1 that 
Hence, S(CS(a), z*) = BS(F). Q.E.D. 
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Remarks. (a) Following Van Hee [ 131, an increasing sequence 
N = (n,, n2 ,...} of positive integers is said to be of density zero if 
lim supk -loo $max{j]ni<k}=O. 
Now, if we define the sequence E = (E,) by E, = 1 if n E N, =0 otherwise, it 
obviously satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3. 
(b) The s-forced adaptive policy X* which is proved non- 
parametrically optimal does not fully utilize all information since it excludes 
the information of the nth stage such that Y, = 0. 
If we use the idea of the mixture of Dirichlet process (see Antoniak [ 1 ]), 
we can have a remedy. Joe [9] has obtained the posterior distribution of F 
given an age (right-censored) sample of size n in case of FE Q(a). 
Of course, we can construct an adaptive policy for our model utilizing his 
results, however, it would be more complicated. 
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